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Cardiff Youth Hostels
Cardiff (GlanTâf School) temporary Commonwealth Games Youth Hostel

1958 only

GlanTâf School, Cardiff
Historic County: Glamorganshire

YHA Region: South Wales

GR: ST 150787

When the British Empire and Commonwealth Games were staged in Cardiff in 1958 YHA’s South Wales region
thought it appropriate to offer temporary youth hostel accommodation in the city. Indeed, planning for this facility
had started back in 1955. Early in 1958 the group enquired of several schools to provide the space, though in the event
just one was used. A leaflet and map were published outlining the details as follows:
Youth Hostels Association – South Wales Region – Temporary Hostel Accommodation in Cardiff
Sixth British Empire And Commonwealth Games, Cardiff, Wales, 18th-26th July 1958
Arrangements have now been completed for members to be accommodated at the Glantâf County Secondary
School, Bridge Road, Llandaff. The school is situated to the north-west of the city centre and is best approached
from the front of Cardiff Castle proceeding westwards over the river bridge to the first set of traffic lights where
turn right along Cathedral Road. Follow the whole length of this road and at the far end where it bends around to
the left proceed up the hill and take first turning right into Cardiff Road. Carry on straight through the
roundabout at the intersection of Western Avenue through Llandaff Village on the far side of which take right
fork into Bridge Road. This takes a sharp right-hand turn over the river and the school is on the far side of the
bridge on the right hand side.
It is served by bus service No.24 which is a circular route as follows: Kingsway to Llandaff Bridge (Kingsway is
alongside Cardiff Castle and the bus stop is marked 1 on the adjoining map); Angel Hotel to Llandaff Bridge (The
Angel Hotel is in Castle Street opposite the front of the Castle. This bus stop is marked 2 on the adjoining map
and is the recommended route)
It will not now be necessary for members to call at the Regional Office for directions but, during office hours, we
shall be glad to help you in any way we possibly can. Office hours 10am to 1pm on weekdays except Saturday, 2pm
to 4 pm on Mondays, 7pm to 9 pm on Tuesdays and sometimes other evenings as well.
We trust that arrangements we have made will prove satisfactory and that you have an enjoyable stay in the Capital
city of Wales.

The 1958 location map for the temporary Cardiff youth hostel (YHA Archive)
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40 beds were installed. They were fully occupied for the nine nights of the Games; in fact, 392 bednights were
recorded, slightly over capacity. The regional annual report deemed the experiment a success and Cardiff Corporation
Education Authority was thanked for their ready co-operation in making possible this useful service to members.

Cardiff (Wedal Road) Youth Hostel

1986 to 2014

12 Wedal Road, Roath Park, Cardiff CF14 3QX
Historic County: Glamorganshire

GR: ST 184788

The success of the 1958 temporary hostel accommodation in Cardiff stirred up interest in a permanent hostel for the
city.
An accommodation hostel at 90 Cathedral Road, Cardiff was proposed in 1970 by
Dewi Turton, owner and widower, who wished to be warden. The house was a
substantial semi-detached villa, the former residence of the French Consul. In making
the application, Dewi Turton stated that he had been warden at the first Capel-y-Ffin
youth hostel in 1942-45 (so was probably Father David, the pioneer warden there). 40
beds and 4,000 annual overnights were projected, and catering was to be provided.
The proposal was not pursued, but the need for a good permanent hostel in the capital
city was not lost on the South Wales region, who must have coveted the success of
IYHF ‘International’ hostels in continental European capitals and, nearer to home, the
business generated by Association hostels in London, Edinburgh, Dublin and Belfast.
Left: the substantial Cathedral Road property in leafy West Cardiff, planned as an adopted hostel
in 1970 (author’s photograph, July 2017)

A press report in 1982 suggested a new use as a youth hostel for a long red-brick building in Wedal Road, a cul-de-sac
in the north of the city. This was the redundant headquarters of the City Gardens Department, originally built
between 1894 and 1900. It took four years, but the project went ahead. The property was leased from Cardiff City
Council and a hostel of 70 beds was provided, with assistance from the European Commission.

An attractive postcard of the Wedal Road site drawn by H Lush in 1987, shortly after opening (YHA Archive)
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1: JD Thomas’s excellent full-page illustrated holiday logs reflect several decades of cycling and hostelling holidays. He was a
native of the Welsh valleys; most of his trips involved hundreds of miles, but his Cardiff stay in November 1987 was on his own
patch. The hostel was smart and appealing when new, but it became apparent over time that its cramped layout and relatively
old-fashioned facilities could not be adequately adapted for a modern capital city (YHA Archive); 2: comfortable hostel lounge;
3: the 16-bed men’s dormitory, basic bunks and cramped washbasin were soon outmoded (2&3: 1986 images, YHA Archive)
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Don Adams was the first warden. He was followed in 1991 by Hilary Davies, who stayed into the new century.

Upper: hostel plan drawing dated September 2004. From the outset, the simple very narrow outline and two-storey structure
resulted in large dormitories and a lack of space for a classroom; the dormitory sizes and hostel flexibility had been improved a
little by the time of this drawing, though with fewer than 70 beds the hostel could never adequately serve Wales’ capital;
lower: the Wedal Road hostel – cheerful redbrick exterior and bright dining room in 2006 (YHA Archive)

By 2000 the Wedal Road hostel was considered cramped and unsuitable for renewal. YHA News of Summer 2000
advised that a possible new hostel would be provided in the capital if funding could be found. So began a frustrated
saga lasting several years, while plans to open a new facility in the huge Cardiff Bay regeneration scheme were being
developed. The hostel was to be located next to the headquarters of Cardiff Yacht Club at the end of Windsor
Esplanade, Hamadryad Park. A glossy brochure outlined the proposals, provided an artist‘s impression of the scheme,
and confidently asserted that the site was available. Planning permission and YHA funding were in place. Work was
expected to begin on 16th October 2000, in which case the expected opening would be in January 2004. Total
construction costs would be £2 million (£16,667 per bed at 120 beds). The building was to be long and narrow (a
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larger version of the Wedal Road site, almost), on three floors. The first floor’s dining room would have a link through
to the Yacht Club and the second floor would contain a training room and classrooms. YHA set aside £1 million from
the following year’s budget for the project and was looking to raise the balance of the capital needed. Considerable
attention was given by YHA to this scheme, shown below, but it failed to materialise.

The YHA website announced another new hostel scheme for Cardiff in December 2006, but again this was frustrated,
and the old Wedal Road site soldiered on for another eight years, busy but barely adequate for such a key position.
Part of the perceived problem was the two-mile distance from the city centre, but the real limiting factors were the
cramped site, the presence of very busy urban roads to the rear of the property and a noisy environment.
The meals service was cut back in the final dozen years. In 2005 evening meals were restricted to pre-booked groups,
while breakfasts were part of the short-lived national YHA scheme to offer only Bed and Breakfast prices at certain
locations, a decision soon reversed because of the widespread popularity of the self-catering choice. By 2007 only group
meals were provided; four years later the hostel was self-catering only, though a positive feature was a little flexibility
now to offer family rooms.
Craig Taylor oversaw the hostel in its senior years, and moved to the new East Tyndall Street site when that opened
in 2015. The lease was due to end on 31st August 2014, but Cardiff City Council, the landlords, allowed YHA to
remain on site until 30th September 2014, giving time for clearance as required. The last night for bookings was 7th
September 2014, after which the hostel closed. Subsequently the property was let by the Council for security reasons
to an Arts Group, but not before squatters had taken up residence and had to be evicted. In July 2017, the premises
were a sorry sight, due for demolition in favour of new housing, boarded up, the gates locked and the artists given
notice. By June 2019 the main hostel building had been demolished, though the staff house remained in place.
The Wedal Road site generated between 10,000 and 15,000 overnights almost every year, enough to make
replacement an urgent requirement. When the opportunity arose, it came from an entirely unexpected direction.
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Cardiff (Central) Youth Hostel

2015 to present

East Tyndall Street, Cardiff, CF10 4BB
Historic County: Glamorganshire

GR: ST 193759

Cardiff’s East Tyndall Street Hotel Mercure was built in 2004-05. It was located to the south of the city, close to the
Atlantic Wharf development, on the fringes of Cardiff Bay regeneration and a mile east of Cardiff Central Station.
When the hotel closed after less than ten years’ operation, YHA saw it as a substantial modern solution to the longrunning problem of providing suitable and sufficient accommodation in the capital, and so it has proved.

YHA’s initial proposal plan drawing of the ground floor. The plan was dated as early as August 2014, and must have been
drawn up very quickly on acquisition. It already included a self-catering kitchen – a sure sign of youth hostel intentions. The
scheme was soon modified, to include meeting and class rooms on the right rather than the bedrooms shown. The plan was
also altered on the left, with the self-catering room repositioned to its right to allow another bedroom, and associated changes
to the service rooms nearby and to the dining area. The first and second floor plans were altered little from the hotel’s layout.
At first YHA was allowing for 96 bedrooms and 291 guests (YHA Archive)

Cardiff Central required a £4m development by YHA, including a £500,000 facelift. It followed on from the Wedal
Road site almost seamlessly.
YHA took the property freehold. By December 2014 the proposals were modified a little. Wales Online anticipated
the spring 2015 opening as for a 92-bedroom hostel, described as a luxury Poshtel, for groups and city breakers. The
new premises opened on 6th March 2015 The three-storey red-brick building is laid out with two wings, one short,
one long, splayed at an obtuse angle. The central angled area is used on the ground floor for reception, public
circulation, lift, stairs, relaxation and dining, and on each of the upper storeys as generous space close to services to
provide two accessible bedrooms.
VisitWales accorded YHA Cardiff Central a 5-star hostel rating, unique in the UK, and it was named Best
Accommodation in December 2015 at the British Youth Travel Awards. The hostel provides all those features
expected of a modern capital city youth hostel: licensed restaurant, self-catering kitchen, classroom and conference
rooms, free Wi-Fi throughout the building, 24-hour access and night staff and a secure luggage store.
A feature of the hostel is its particularly attractive décor: local inspiration has led to an artist’s creation of decorated
wall space depicting humorous vernacular phrases from Cardiff and Wales. The self-catering kitchen has a historic
tableau of images from the YHA Archive relating to YHA Wales’ history since 1931.
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1: the approach to YHA Cardiff Central, now much improved for walkers;
2: the clean, unfussy lines of the former hotel building. This is the longer north wing; 3: view south from the car park;
4&5: attractive light-hearted décor. The cartoon style of decoration captures local history and phrases and has been utilised also
at YHAs Liverpool and Bristol; 6: part of the YHA Wales history wall at Cardiff that outlines the development of hostelling from
its roots in Germany over 100 years ago to the setting up of the various Hostel Associations in Britain in 1929-31.
Welsh hostels in Snowdonia and Glamorgan were amongst the first in the UK; 7: youth hostel stamp
(author’s photographs, June 2015 and June 2019)
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Plan of YHA Cardiff Central at June 2019 (YHA Archive)

The original schemes have been modified to include 320 beds in 87 rooms by 2019. Like other contemporary
developments at Brighton and Grinton Lodge, YHA Cardiff Central has selective highest-grade accommodation
available on the upper floor, featuring premium bedrooms and showers, queen-sized beds and TVs, to target the
weekday corporate and weekend travel market. YHA Chief Executive Caroline White explained:
Retaining the upper floor as premium rooms will enable us to tap into a new market and maximise occupancy and
revenue, allowing us to increase the valuable work YHA does to reach out to young people and provide them with
new experiences.
Our new Cardiff YHA encapsulates everything that we aspire for youth hostels to represent – modern,
comfortable, welcoming and well-located properties that are accessible to everyone.
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7 8
YHA Cardiff Central in 2019 (YHA publicity images)
1: the newly refurbished and modified reception / bistro / bar and servery area. YHA’s modern designs
across the network allow staff to cater for all provisions and queries at one central location;
2: the dining room, with the servery in the distance. The layout, with both formal and more secluded private areas,
allows large numbers of diners to take meals, whether school parties, families or individuals;
3: the spacious self-catering kitchen. On the right hand wall is the YHA Wales historic tableau; 4&5: attractive entrance lobby;
6: second floor en suite bedroom; 7&8: class / meeting / conference rooms available for a variety of purposes
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A useful feature that the Hotel Mercure passed on to YHA is the free onsite parking for cars and coaches. One initial
problem requiring early resolution, however, was that those staying at youth hostels are much more likely to arrive on
foot or by public transport than those using chain hotels. While YHA Cardiff Central was ideal in almost all respects,
its location close to a busy main road interchange had not been designed with walkers in mind, and for about a year
those arriving on foot from all approaches found it difficult to cross the dual carriageway to reach the hostel. The
matter was dealt with urgently, with a dedicated traffic-light controlled pedestrian crossing specially installed during
2016, the £80,000 cost shared by YHA and Cardiff City Council. In that same year, the hostel undertook some
modifications, including the remodelling of the reception area.
Craig Taylor moved across from the Wedal Road site to manage the new hostel in its first year. James Ryan from YHA
Eden Project and Antony Greenidge took over for short spells and Val Fabian and Ruth Richards deputised before
Natalie Wilkinson was appointed manager in 2017, with Carly Tippett as deputy.
The recognition that the Wedal Road site could not adequately cover the potential for youth hostel stays in Wales’s
capital was well-founded. The former’s average of the low 10,000 overnights in its final years escalated to over 50,000
in the new hostel’s first year and topped a remarkable 73,000 in 2017. It has quickly risen to become YHA’s busiest
hostel outside of London.

Capital welcome at the new YHA Cardiff Central (YHA Archive)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
19581991: previous Oct to Sept 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993 1993present: Mar to following Feb
†: Glan Tâf School temporary Hostel; ¶: Wedal Road Hostel; ∆: Cardiff Central Hostel
*: 17 month period

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

392†

…

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

…

…

…

…

…

…

3310¶

9400¶

10299¶

11382¶

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

10718¶

11720¶

15285*¶

11376¶

11462¶

11853¶

14576¶

13877¶

13767¶

13380¶

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

11868¶

11313¶

12204¶

12086¶

12875¶

12853¶

11681¶

11226¶

11124¶

10642¶

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

10153¶

10053¶

10032¶

10109¶

6020¶

52420∆

61838∆

73126∆

69062∆

72354∆

© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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